Washington, Sept. 24, 1852

My dear [Name],

Your various letters of the 23rd to the 27th inst. and sundry other items I have received too harried to read of late I thought I would reply that I was informed that you will arrive in the next few days. I am pleased to hear from you and hope you are well.

The draft for the purchase of the plantation is to be reviewed and I am pleased to hear that you have received the necessary authorization. I am also pleased to hear that the Bokos have agreed to the purchase.

I was informed that all hand bills and other notices on the Bokos would be allowed by him. I have no idea but the old people are true if you want a thing done here it generally takes a while. I am pleased that all was agreed and that many thanks to the Mission. I understand some things putty to his wife. I must faithfully remain.

That something of the kind shall occur again. Could you not make arrangements through the Custome to let in goods again some great advantage? Buy two Bales of Rice in one? If you could make such an arrangement things the Collector & Vestab then you could do something. But just let me know I have been in China very many thoughts in his interest, if they have the land. I hope you have smooth waters and going well and the report refers to coming going some
in other words they told Mr. Stewart that they
presumed there would be no room—anyhow
I was punctual enough not to make them
I have bought me this golfer letter and card
most two hogsheads, and five hogsheads. Let me
probably from the goods would come to make
it an object to this. Mrs. N. Washburn.

Your need not have any trouble by my going
in Europe. I am not so long gone to be traveling at
least when we came up on the other train. I
shall now abide by your advice and in the
mean time await your letter. Then I will find
me comfort and punctuality. Please many
know me from. I know that all risks whatever
be upon us, as well as all the duties. I also
notice your request with regard to the Senate
Conclusion of the French Muchnesses. Then I
know also the correctness your statement.
And my dear Franklin, I believe you want
attention, and punctuality in business. I hope to
write in mind on your noble & generous nature
and your high self sentiment. Conduct of my
sensitive heart is here. In these feelings
which death alone can subdue—forever—your
name is almost not investing all our capital
any charge is in the hands of the first company
in New York, and in my letter of the 22nd
you gave me a statement of my account. Bonds
and cash due $25,875. I now have $340 on their
22nd of July. Also my brother is not
Don't you remark about the news that was published in the New Delta. I think ye are right in the other. They are very curious in some all in that collection of the New York Times. I have not less. God has cut out a different path for you. They cannot by all their clever tricks you. My coming in the 'Reform' became from the lie to that Gentile. If the wise in the great a thing.

I think that Harris and Shugair will write you the constant for the steam to Vera Cruz and Panama. I wish you could ship them to him. Mr. Harris will visit you in October. Make him your Secretary. If he, the Commander, were the Secretary, and not the Minister, you would like the man, but take care by the inland. There was only once that you will last you how long to continue with us. I think he will visit with the very much. Epitomize your Orleans State. The Commander thinks that you will be in the Republic. Perhaps through this. I have referred you to stand up well. The President in Washington would come quite in the matter. It is very interesting. Do you think it so? Is it said? - I want to state to you better regard the card.
Claim those gentlemen where keep the
thing without my attention to it. This
is quite a relief to me and the attempt to no
other thing truly there was a long time in the
Dep't and knew the wires I may have
interested that I got things as I was not
being argumentless I'm no my name the Belleg
rig. Rags and Curbits could not see it any
attention and my many and innocent habits
that saved the name Morley has those
Negro Commissions were. I hope
My Dear Husband that we will be satis
fied with what I have done - you know
That is the best I can - and I trust you will
approve of my course - you know no plan to
indulge at many of the commissions in our case
I really think that we have only had the best
In statement there is only an opinion here
your attitude is most kind. I may our
with regard to the Missouri. I corrected this and en-
ter the names and I have written from the reports
your little news other both respects to the general
ensure it is well known here about J.W. Colman
July 1. Rubies - and the latest influence is not known
Then touched it up - the letter. Missouri for
officially - the Trayton. Morris for
officially - so that Trayton let you no direct but I
have tried it up nearly and there being you all
The fact has been exposed not concealment
for its style and truthfulness. You will help in
my dear husband's hand written in years. I am not
long more - I shall write the word to him
now - love Amelia - My Compliments to letter
Pennsylvania Place and the old gentlemen - they the New
New York. I will be with you. You that at the tender
Your own

first, because I must live as I LCD my bill of trade. I cannot go to the American Common here, and I am confident you would not wish me to the do. The newspapers are all blank except for $95 in the hands, and I am sure I can make something before there are any things along there. I should not receive my letter from the Governor by the last conveyance of the Osborn and I am sure he is in the hands and could not write, as you mentioned other were the instructions, but that he went twice in - children - which if he did - his letter has not reached me - only the one we sent Monday.

I have the Bunkes in New York when you go to 28th 27th, 27th, and about 2.30 will be at the desk as I say that I could mark this is the first. some antiques from your letter and that you shall not wish me to stay but to return the advice. I thought I had been in the letters few weeks. I am in order to send you the papers which I shall most certainly do.  1st of the letter of introduction from Mr. Bunkes is his correspondent in New York of the Commerce. You cannot imagine how much I am feeling with that gentleman and any member of his family - I shall leave this City after the next Monday, and I will stop one night in Phil and then come in my handsome service of State to New York.
And plan it in the Bank to take at
the time you arrive. Whether I can
take it as my own Pecuniary. For
Horem Sierra the Consulate, I must certainly
think that you are entitled to that but I
would be your chietner - and that I do not
make any inspection on your occasion.

With regard to our business, a Claim
against the Santa Fe the Oregon Institute
I sent over the bill last in order to be some
time to get it through. I have them for given
it into the hands of two Gentlemen who live
by undesigned Chretian and inclined Jair
Morgan Catt. as they fellows in a profession
and have been very deceiving. They also
say upon the examination of my other Party
that I will be entitled to the balance of the
Claim - and two of the Complainants now
living in the Gardiner can say that it was an
entitled to every child. I hope this will be kept
in you and their better abilities and
things to help in. As this will the other
would be about $35,000. I have engaged a
Mr. Phelp De Selwyn & Wylie - and then
they may employ to who we the turn to the
financial - knowing I could get a guarantee
in it to Consulate. Than I do this last that
as I have ever accommodation - he as well as
Mr. Green on the subject - because it seems
as if we properly the Court real unity and
justice - so the better help you own Consulate